Glutamine addiction activates polyglutamine-based nanocarriers delivering therapeutic siRNAs to orthotopic lung tumor mediated by glutamine transporter SLC1A5.
Many human cancer cells exhibit an oncogenetic-driven addiction to glutamine (Gln) as rapidly proliferating cancer cells consume Gln at a dramatically increased rate compared to normal cells. Tumor cells, therefore, compete with host cells for Gln, which causes Gln to flux from normal tissues to the tumor. We have developed and characterized a Gln macromolecular analog polyglutamine (PGS) for the delivery of gene regulators, such as siRNAs, in our previous works. Here, we hypothesize that PGS can utilize the Gln transporter SLC1A5 to specifically deliver therapeutic compounds to Gln-addicted cancer cells. Compared to human lung fibroblast HLF cells, cisplatin-resistant human lung adenocarcinoma A549/DDP cells significantly overexpress SLC1A5, which has a high binding affinity to PGS, as confirmed through molecular docking analysis. Due to the differences in Gln metabolism between malignant and normal cells, PGS/siRNA complexes were remarkably increased in cancer cells, especially when cells were deprived of Gln, which mirrors the conditions that are commonly found in a tumor microenvironment. Furthermore, we identified that chemical and genetic inhibition of Gln transporter SLC1A5 reduced the cellular internalization of PGS/siRNA complexes, suggesting a critical role for SLC1A5 in PGS uptake in cells. In turn, PGS upregulated SLC1A5 expression. Increased uptake of PGS complexes profoundly decreased intracellular Gln levels. Decreased Gln caused a moderate reduction in cell growth. To restore drug sensitivity and further enhance anti-tumor effects, the hybrid siRNAs anti-Survivin and anti-MDR1 (siSM), as model therapeutics, were administered through the PGS delivery system, which resulted in knockdown of Survivin and MDR1 and further sensitized cancer cells to the drug cisplatin (DDP). Since PGS complexes administered i.v. mostly accumulated in the lung parenchyma, a lung orthotopic tumor model was established to evaluate their inhibitory effects on tumors in the lungs. PGS/siSM comparably decreased the rate of tumor growth, while concurrent administration of PGS/siSM and DDP enhanced this effect and insignificantly improved life span. Consistent with our hypothesis, this study demonstrated that PGS mimicked Gln in the SLC1A5 pathway and selectively ferried therapeutics to Gln-addicted cancer cells. Our findings identified a new lung cancer targeting strategy based on Gln metabolism and can be used as a drug/gene delivery system.